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Scotland’s No. 1
Maths publisher

Adding fun to learning
for over 25 years

NEW resources for 2020!
Find out more inside

From HODDER GIBSON

Early Level
Write-in booklets
Just

Build Early Level numeracy and mathematical
skills with booklets that are carefully sequenced
and progressive but also fun and engaging.
• 12 bright and exciting 16-page write-in booklets
• Cover every strand of the Early Level curriculum
• Packs of 10 booklets offer even better value – save
10% on the RRP of the individual booklets

£8.55

Value packs of 10 booklets

per pack

Book A1: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483088

Book A5: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483347

Book A9: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483385

Book A2: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483316

Book A6: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483354

Book A10: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483392

Book A3: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483323

Book A7: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483361

Book A11: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483408

Book A4: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483330

Book A8: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483378

Book A12: Pack of 10
ISBN: 9781510483415

Also available:
• Individual booklets priced at 95p each
• Booklets A1–A12 Pack priced at £11.40 (contains 1 copy of each booklet)
See the order form for details.

Assessment Pack
Confidently assess pupils’ mathematical skills throughout
Early Level and pinpoint difficulties with particular topics.
• Photocopiable assessments for each of the CfE Outcomes
• A diagnostic assessment to aid comparison of individual
and whole-class understanding
• A CD-ROM with pdf versions of the assessments and
answers

£70

Early Level Assessment Pack
ISBN: 9781907789960

Place your
order today
2

FREE course planner for Early Level
Find out more on the back page of this catalogue!

Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form or contact TeeJay sales consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795

Early Level
Support Pack

£105

Consolidate and enhance the content of the Early Level
booklets with this 350-page photocopiable pack of
worksheets.
• Ideal for extra support, extension work, homework or
assessment
Early Level Support Pack
ISBN: 9781510477285

NEW Early Level Bumper Workbooks
Designed for parents/carers to use at home with their child
We’ve turned our Early Level booklets into a parent-friendly format, to make it even
easier for children to continue learning Maths – the fun, TeeJay way – at home!
Bumper Workbook A contains booklets A1 to A6.
Bumper Workbook B contains booklets A7 to A12.

£7.99

Why not recommend the
Bumper Workbooks in your
next school newsletter
or parents’ evening?

Place your
order today

each

Bumper Workbook A
ISBN: 9781398306493

Bumper Workbook B
ISBN: 9781398306509

Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form or contact TeeJay sales consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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Levels 1 and 2

Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery

Introduce mastery learning in maths with ease, confidence and
minimal cost – and you can still use TeeJay’s fun and colourful
practice questions!
Written by maths mastery specialists, these step-by-step teaching packs
will raise attainment, reduce your workload, develop your pedagogical
knowledge and give a new lease of life to your TeeJay textbooks!

£70
each

• Use your TeeJay books to deliver mastery lessons: There’s no need to buy
new textbooks! These cost-effective packs show you how to adopt a mastery
approach using your existing TeeJay Level 1 and 2 books
• Confidently teach maths mastery: What do you need to teach and how
should you teach it? Each topic starts with an overview of key concepts,
potential misconceptions and ‘fundamentals’ for assessment, followed by
teaching notes for every lesson
• Follow a ready-made and carefully-planned lesson sequence:
Comprehensive guidance takes you through the 5-part structure for each
lesson, with differentiated tasks included throughout to save you time
• Close the attainment gap: Mastery is an effective method for moving learners
through the maths curriculum and is particularly beneficial in helping pupils
with low attainment to progress
• Trust our mastery experts: Specialist maths teachers Gemma and Sarah both
provide maths mastery CPD and Gemma is Learning Lead for the Glasgow
Counts framework. They’ve enjoyed working with the TeeJay Team to make
Scotland’s favourite maths books mastery-ready!

Level 1 Book 1A
ISBN: 9781510484498

Level 2 Book 2A
ISBN: 9781510484566

Level 1 Book 1B
ISBN: 9781510484504

Level 2 Book 2B
ISBN: 9781510484580

Meet our mastery authors
Gemma Meharg has been the
Learning Lead for Glasgow Counts, the
Glasgow city mastery programme,
since 2015 and has been responsible
for developing the framework, writing
resources and delivering CPD on
Singapore approaches to maths teaching.
She was Head of Maths and Acting Headteacher at
Springfield Community School in Hackney, where she
developed resources and training materials for their
Primary Advantage Maths Programme. Springfield
has a sustained place in the top 1% of London schools
for maths results. Gemma is an NCETM-accredited
professional-development lead.
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Place your
order today

Sarah Shanks has over 16 years’
experience within primary education
and for the last nine years has focused
on maths, utilising her specialism of a
Masters in Primary Maths Education.
She has a real passion for maths,
sharing her expertise with teachers and
inspiring children with her knowledge. Sarah’s work
has been recognised by John Swinney, HMIE and on
the Making Maths Count blog. Sarah has delivered
CPD at many events, including the Scottish Maths
Conference and for Falkirk Council. She has also
written for the Scottish Maths Council Journal.

Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form or contact TeeJay sales consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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Let’s look inside our new mastery teaching packs
What vocabulary should you and
your pupils be using?

Each topic begins with an overview
of what you should teach and how
you should teach it

Topic overview: Whole Numbers 1

Chapter 1: Whole numbers 1

Core Vocabulary
count (up) to
less
every
ones
equal to
less
first
after

Topic Overview: Pages 10–21

What are the key
concepts that
need to be taught
and learnt?

Big Ideas
The key concepts for this chapter
●●
●●

●●

●●

When we are talking about objects we say ‘more than’ and ‘fewer than’.
When we are talking about numbers we say ‘greater than’ and ‘smaller
than’.
A group of objects can be partitioned in a number of ways – the total stays the same.
(conservation)
Making ten first supports with number conservation. Children then count on from ten rather than
starting at 1.

●●

What misconceptions
should you look out
for in lessons?

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

count
few
how many times?
regroup
more
smaller
third
between

back (from to)
odd
pattern
fair swap
larger
compare
last
half way

more
even
pair
digit
bigger
order
before

What additional
skills does each
activity develop?

Non-cognitive skills
The soft skills developed in each lesson
Collaboration

Potential Misconceptions
The barriers to learning
●●

count on (from to)
many
other
tens
greater
fewer
second
next

Resilience

Flexibility

Explanation

Independence

What must pupils
understand and
achieve before
moving on?

Fundamentals
The basic skills to be mastered

Pupils show confusion in vocabulary: more/less.
Pupils may be able to recite number words up to ten but do not count
objects with 1 to 1 correspondence.
There may be little understanding of the value that each number holds.
Unable to recognise numbers.
Knowledge of saying numbers out loud with no concern for value or amount of objects. No
understanding of the value that each digit holds.
Able to count forwards but struggles to count backwards or find ‘one less than...’ Counts all
rather than counting ‘on’ (no conservation of number).
Sees a ‘ten’ as one rather than ten ones.
Confusion between ‘teen’ numbers and multiples of ten: 16, 60.

●●

●●
●●

Pupils can compare numbers using concrete materials and use the terms ‘more’ and
‘fewer’.
Pupils can use the strategy of making 10 when comparing numbers.
Pupils can count on from 10.

Revisit, review, revise
Activities to consolidate learning
This page can be used as an assessment tool to support teacher judgement. Ideally it would be
used a week after the content in the chapter has been taught.

Resources
What you need from the maths cupboard
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Objects for counting/counters
Linking cubes
Ten frames
Counters
Number lines 0–20
0–20 digit cards

What concrete resources do you need
to help pupils solve problems?
8

●●
●●
●●

●●

0–20 word cards
Whiteboards and pens
A4 word cards – more than, less than,
greatest, smallest
0–20 cards

Footer running head

Footer running head
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When and how should you
use ‘The 3Rs’ exercise from
the TeeJay textbook?
9

06/12/2019 09:36

Lesson Approach: Whole Numbers 1

Numbers 1–20

Each lesson follows
a 5-part structure

This section covers page 10 of the TeeJay CfE Book 1a.

Adopting the
mastery / ‘concrete,
pictorial, abstract’
approach will
help you to raise
attainment

Time to get started (Anchor task to hook learners in)
At the start of the lesson, show learners images of twn frames, each completely
filled with different objects: strawberries, counters, peas, sweets etc. Ask them
how many items are in their frame and how they know. Show the image
from page 10. How could we organise the counters into the tens frame?
Allow learners time to discuss this.

Time to learn (Main modelling by class teacher)

Teaching notes outline
what you should be
modelling and the
questions you should ask

Use tens frames and counters in pairs. Is there a problem? How could we
solve the problem? illicit that we need two tens frames- does this mean
that we have 20? Why not? What does the number 17 mean?
Insist that the learners speak in full sentences to say:
“17 means 1 ten and 7 units which equals one lot of ten and 7 units/ones.” as
shown on page 10.
Ask them what the numbers from 10 to 20 would look like in ten frames and to
draw it/show it using tens frames/or on their whiteboards.

Time to practise (Practice guided by the teacher but
children working in pairs)
Using the picture in the yellow box on page 10, allow learners to experiment
making different numbers and record them in pairs at their tables using the
questions in exercise 1. Ask pupils to count on from 10 for each number. Ask if
anyone has noticed what is special about 20. Lead them to see that 20 is
made up of 2 sets of 10.

5×6=?

Step-by-step support
enables you to deliver
mastery lessons with
confidence

Time to reflect (Reflection/revisit success criteria)

Clear guidance on
how and when to use
the TeeJay textbook is
provided

Bring the class back together and discuss the first sequence shown in question 2.
What do you notice about the numbers? Do they have lots of tens and
units/ones? Would they fill a tens frame? What do you notice about the
sequence? Is it increasing or decreasing? How do you know? Model
solving the sequence. Do always have to start with 0 or 1? Illicit that we can
start from any number.

Time to work on our own (independent work)
Send the class off to solve the sequences in pairs before moving onto worksheet
1.1. Struggling learners can continue to use the tens frames to support their
understanding of the sequence guided by the teacher/paired work.
Advanced learners should be encourage to create their own sequences for a
partner to solve- can they increase or decrease in steps of more than 1?

10
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Place your
order today
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Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form or contact TeeJay sales consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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Levels 1 and 2
Textbooks

£14.50
each

Trust TeeJay’s proven approach, which successfully develops
mathematical skills and adds fun to learning.
Each book provides hundreds of practice questions, with progression
and consolidation – the core TeeJay philosophy – underpinning every
exercise and chapter.
• Together, Books 1A and 1B cover the entire Level 1 curriculum
• Together, Books 2A and 2B cover the entire Level 2 curriculum
• The A books start with a Chapter Zero that revises all of the strands
from the previous Level
• The B books end with a Revision Chapter to consolidate learning
across the A and B books
• Every chapter ends with ‘The 3Rs’ exercise so that pupils can
Revisit, Review and Revise that topic
• Extension work provides extra stretch for high-attaining pupils
• Answers for all questions are in the back of the books; answers
for ‘The 3Rs’ are available at www.teejaymaths.com

‘Use this all the time with my son,
who loves it. Very visual and very
well laid out, especially for those
who may need help.’
Amazon review of Level 1 Book B

‘Excellent, brightly coloured
and interesting problems.
Really nice, clear textbook.’
Amazon review of Level 1 Book B

Level 1 Book A
ISBN: 9781907789427

Level 2 Book A
ISBN: 9781907789441

Level 1 Book B
ISBN: 9781907789434

Level 2 Book B
ISBN: 9781907789458

Assessment Packs
Skilfully assess pupils’ mathematical understanding, so you
can check they’re on track, identify misconceptions and
revisit specific topics as required.
• One Assessment Pack for Level 1 and one Assessment Pack
for Level 2
• Photocopiable assessments for each of the CfE Outcomes
• A diagnostic assessment to aid comparison of individual
and whole-class understanding
• A CD-ROM with pdf versions of the assessments and answers

6

Place your
order today

£70
each

L1 Assessment Pack
ISBN: 9781907789977
L2 Assessment Pack
ISBN: 9781907789984

Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form or contact TeeJay sales consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795

Levels 1 and 2
Homework Packs

£57.50
Reinforce classroom learning with homework exercises
that link exactly to the textbook – and enable parents/
carers to see how their child is progressing.
• One corresponding Homework Pack for each textbook
(1A, 1B, 2A, 2B)
• An essential timesaver for all teachers
• Ideal for flipped learning
• The final homework for each chapter revises that topic
and prepares pupils for ‘The 3Rs’ exercise
• The Homework Packs contain both A4 and A5 versions
so you can print your preferred size

each

L1 Book A Homework
ISBN: 9781907789908
L1 Book B Homework
ISBN: 9781907789915
L2 Book A Homework
ISBN: 9781907789922
L2 Book B Homework
ISBN: 9781907789939

Mental Maths Packs
Help pupils to retain what they’ve learnt through short,
regular tests that review and revise every topic in the
TeeJay textbooks.
Our ready-made Mental Maths Packs are the perfect
consolidation tool.
• One corresponding Mental Maths Pack for each textbook
(1A, 1B, 2A, 2B)
• Each pack contains 20 tests comprised of 10 questions
• Each test has a corresponding support sheet, with 3
questions to match each question on the test
• Support sheets are ideal for whole-class teaching,
independent classwork or homework

Place your
order today

£42
each

L1 Book A Mental Maths
ISBN: 9781510477216
L1 Book B Mental Maths
ISBN: 9781510477223
L2 Book A Mental Maths
ISBN: 9781510477230
L2 Book B Mental Maths
ISBN: 9781510477247

FREE course planners for Levels 1 and 2
Find out more on the back page of this catalogue!

Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form or contact TeeJay sales consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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More support from
the TeeJay Team
FREE course planners

Number, money and measure
Outcome

Fractions decimal
fractions and
percentage

FREE course planners are available for each Level.
They map the CfE Outcomes to the content in each
book, providing peace of mind for teachers that they
are covering the required content in a carefully-planned
sequence.
Each course planner is editable, so you can add your own
notes and teaching strategies.
To download the planners, simply visit the webpages for
the relevant textbooks on www.teejaymaths.com

including ratio and
proportion.

page 2

Definition

Book 1A

Share something (like a pizza) amongst 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 people equally.

Decide what fraction (unit numerator only) of a
shape has been shaded or removed.
(MNU 1-07a)

Find simple fractions of an amount (money, length
weight etc.) - unit numerator only.
(MNU 1-07b)

(Ch 21 pgs 180-182)

For example, find the missing digit in 1/3 = 3/?.

Money

√

TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-07a

(Ch 16 pgs 135-136)

Recognise equivalent fractions 1/2 = 2/4 etc.
(MTH 1-07c)

Comments/Methodology/Other Resources

Ch 16 pgs 190-191

(Ch 16 and Ch 21)

Divide a shape into 1/3, 1/4, etc or state what
fraction has been shaded.

Using pictures, find equivalent fractions to 1/2,
1/3, 1/4 etc.

Book 1B

(Ch 16 pgs 135-141)
(Ch 21 pgs 180-184)

Show a simple fraction like 1/8 on a number line.

(Ch 16 pgs 138-139)

Ch 16 pgs 185-187

(Ch 21 pgs 182-184)
TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-07b
Ch 16 pgs 188-189

-

Ch 16 pgs 188-189
Ch 16 pgs 188-189

-

TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-07c

Work with money - addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division by a single digit.

(Ch 8 pgs 78-79)

Ch 7 pgs 79-82

Simple bills.

(Ch 10 pgs 91-96)

Ch 7 pgs 81-82

Receive change from (up to) £20.
(MNU 1-09a)

(Ch 10 page 93)

Ch 7 pgs 81-82

(Ch 8 pgs 75-77)

Ch 7 page 76

TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-09a

Simple exchange of money • How many 5p’s in £1·50 ?
• How many 50p’s in £10 ?
Which coins could be used to pay for an item at 79p ?

Ch 7 pgs 77-78

Which coins might I receive in my change from £20
if my goods cost £12·23 ?
(MNU 1-09b)

Ch 7 pgs 77-78
TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-09b

Also available: Level 3 resources
Stretch your high-attaining P7 pupils with TeeJay’s
Level 3 Textbooks, Homework Packs, Assessment
Pack and Mental Maths Packs.
For a full list of Level 3 resources, see the enclosed
order form.

Y ou
r

Two easy ways to order:
1. Fill in the enclosed Freepost order form
2. Contact TeeJay sales consultant Karen Kidd
on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk
or 07780 046795
9781398307384
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Mailing code: 2614411

TeeJay Maths order form and pricelist
Please complete the form below and return it to our FREEPOST address:
Hodder Education, FREEPOST OF1488, 130 Park Drive, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4SE
Alternatively, return this order form to us via fax (01235 400 401) or email education@bookpoint.co.uk
You can also place your order over the phone. Call our distributor, Bookpoint, on 01235 827 720
Book title
Levels 1, 2 and 3 Textbooks
Level 1 Book A
Level 1 Book B
Level 2 Book A
Level 2 Book B
Level 3 Book A
Level 3 Book B
NEW! Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery
Level 1 Book 1A
(Publishing Feb 2020)
Level 1 Book 1B
(Publishing Mar 2020)
Level 2 Book 2A
(Publishing Apr 2020)
Level 2 Book 2B
(Publishing May 2020)
Homework Packs
Level 1 Book A Homework Pack
Level 1 Book B Homework Pack
Level 2 Book A Homework Pack
Level 2 Book B Homework Pack
Level 3 Book A Homework Pack
Level 3 Book B Homework Pack
Mental Maths Packs
Level 1 Mental Mathematics Pack (Book 1A)
Level 1 Mental Mathematics Pack (Book 1B)
Level 2 Mental Mathematics Pack (Book 2A)
Level 2 Mental Mathematics Pack (Book 2B)
Level 3 Mental Mathematics Pack (Book 3A)
Level 3 Mental Mathematics Pack (Book 3B)
Assessment Packs
Early Level Assessment Pack
Level 1 Outcome Assessments & Diagnostics Pack
Level 2 Outcome Assessments & Diagnostics Pack
Level 3 Outcome Assessments & Diagnostics Pack
Early Level Booklets
Booklet A1 (PACK OF 10): Counting 0 to 5: The Seaside
Booklet A2 (PACK OF 10): Counting 0 to 10: Under the Sea
Booklet A3 (PACK OF 10): Ordering Numbers 0 to 10: The Fairground
Booklet A4 (PACK OF 10): Adding 0 to 5: Creepy Crawlies
Booklet A5 (PACK OF 10): Adding 0 to 10: The Café
Booklet A6 (PACK OF 10): Subtraction 0 to 10: The Farm
Booklet A7 (PACK OF 10): The Numbers 11 to 20: JayTee's Sweeties
Booklet A8 (PACK OF 10): Information Handling and Time: TeeJay Zoo
Booklet A9 (PACK OF 10): 2D and 3D Shapes: Space
Booklet A10 (PACK OF 10): Money: The Second-Hand Toy Shop
Booklet A11 (PACK OF 10): Position and Movement: The School
Booklet A12 (PACK OF 10): Measure and Patterns: Me myself

ISBN

Price

9781907789427
9781907789434
9781907789441
9781907789458
9781907789465
9781907789472

£14.50
£14.50
£14.50
£14.50
£14.50
£14.50

9781510484498
9781510484504
9781510484566
9781510484580

£70.00
£70.00
£70.00
£70.00

9781907789908
9781907789915
9781907789922
9781907789939
9781907789946
9781907789953

£57.50
£57.50
£57.50
£57.50
£57.50
£57.50

9781510477216
9781510477223
9781510477230
9781510477247
9781510477261
9781510477278

£42.00
£42.00
£42.00
£42.00
£42.00
£42.00

9781907789960
9781907789977
9781907789984
9781907789991

£70.00
£70.00
£70.00
£70.00

9781510483088
9781510483316
9781510483323
9781510483330
9781510483347
9781510483354
9781510483361
9781510483378
9781510483385
9781510483392
9781510483408
9781510483415

£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55

Qty

Value

Turn over for more titles and to complete your order!

Mailing code: 2614411

Book title
Early Level Booklets (continued)
Booklet A1: Counting 0 to 5: The Seaside
Booklet A2: Counting 0 to 10: Under the Sea
Booklet A3: Ordering Numbers 0 to 10: The Fairground
Booklet A4: Adding 0 to 5: Creepy Crawlies
Booklet A5: Adding 0 to 10: The Café
Booklet A6: Subtraction 0 to 10: The Farm
Booklet A7: The Numbers 11 to 20: JayTee's Sweeties
Booklet A8: Information Handling and Time: TeeJay Zoo
Booklet A9: 2D and 3D Shapes: Space
Booklet A10: Money: The Second-Hand Toy Shop
Booklet A11: Position and Movement: The School
Booklet A12: Measure and Patterns: Me myself
Booklets A1–A12 Pack (contains 1 of each booklet)
Early Level Support Pack
NEW! Early Level Bumper Workbooks
Primary 1: Bumper Workbook A
Primary 1: Bumper Workbook B

Receive the latest news,
free resources and
exclusive discounts!
Sign up for TeeJay Maths eUpdates by
filling in the box to the right

ISBN

Price

Quantity

Value

9781907789137
9781907789144
9781907789151
9781907789168
9781907789175
9781907789182
9781907789199
9781907789205
9781907789212
9781907789229
9781907789236
9781907789243
9781907789014
9781510477285

£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£0.95
£11.40
£105.00

9781398306493
9781398306509

£7.99
£7.99
Subtotal:
Postage and packing:
TOTAL:

£3.50

Your email:

.....................................................................................................................................
I would like to sign up for TeeJay Maths eUpdates from the Hodder
Education Group* for the following subjects:
Primary Maths

Secondary Maths

For full details of our Privacy Notice please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. You can
unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button in the eUpdates or by going online and
managing your preferences.

Your details: Name...............................................................................Job title.....................................................................................
School....................................................................................................Address........................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................Post code..........................................Telephone......................................................
Methods of payment: Choose a method of payment from the options given below
1. Cheque: I enclose a cheque for £.............................. (Please make cheques payable to Bookpoint Ltd.)
2. Invoice: Please send to my school/college with invoice. I enclose my Requisition Number ........................................
3. Credit card: Our credit card telephone hotline is 01235 827 720. Please quote mailing code 2614411

We are an approved supplier on the Scotland Excel framework
Find us on your school’s procurement system as TeeJay Publishers. Find us on PECOS under Hodder Gibson.

*The Hodder Education Group consists of Hodder & Stoughton Limited, Rising Stars UK Limited and Galore Park Publishing Limited. Your data controller is Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the Hachette UK Group of companies where our systems are shared.
These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these respective companies (the “Group”).

